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SUMMARY

RC buildings of a few stories are in many cases heavily damaged by strong
earthquakes. In this report, we examine the relationship between the damage of
RC buildings and the ground conditions which occurred in the 1968 OFF-TOKACHI
EARTHQUAKE (March 16, M7.9) and in the 1978 OFF MIYAGI PREF. EARTHQUAKE (June
12, M7.4) respectively. We tried to study the earthquake damage of RC build-
ings by using an analytical model which was considered the interaction based
on the DYNAMICAL GROUND COMPLIANCE THEORY. We found that we could then pre-
dict the earthquake damage of RC buildings, to some extent, by means of the
analytical examination.

INTRODUCTION

It is necessary to investigate the earthquake damage of RC buildings in
order to prevent earthquake disaster. This report is an investigation of the
damage on RC buildings caused by the 1968 OFF-TOKACHI EARTHQUAKE and the 1978
OFF MIYAGI PREF. EARTHQUAKE using the DYNAMICAL GROUND COMPLIANCE THEORY which
takes into account the interaction between the soil and the structure. Various
investigations were carried out into the structural properties, the grade of
damage (completely-, heavily-, half-, slightly-destroyed and undamaged) and
the ground conditions (soils, depth of each soil layer, depth to the bed rock
and N-value etc.) of damaged and undamaged buildings. We then prepared an
experimental expression which calculates the shear wave velocity from the data
of soil exploration and calculates the frequency response function of each
ground condition. We also examined the relationships between the damage of
RC buildings and the ground conditions from various points of view and we under-
stood that there was a comparatively clear correlation between the damage and
the ground conditions. In order to investigate the above relationship analy-
tically, we produced an analytical vibration model of buildings by spring-mass
system which took into account the interaction of the soil-structure system.
By the CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL METHOD we evaluated the incident seismic waves
varying with the ground conditions from the seismic wave records observed near
the sites respectively.
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We also made the elasto-plastic response calculation by using the above model and the various incident waves. We are reporting the results of this investigation because we can explain the relationship between the damage of RC buildings and the ground conditions by using the model considered in this report fairly well.

EXPERIMENTAL EXPRESSION OF SHEAR WAVE VELOCITY OF THE GROUND

In order to produce the seismic incident wave for the earthquake response calculation of RC buildings and calculate the frequency response function of the surface ground, it is necessary to estimate the physical constants of the ground especially the shear wave velocity. Therefore, we made the experimental presumed expression of the shear wave velocity using the MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS METHOD from the data of N-value, the kind of soil and the depth of each soil layer which constitute the surface multi-layered ground conditions obtained by the standard penetration test. The expression is

\[ V_s = a \cdot N^b \cdot D^c \]  

\( V_s \) ; Estimated shear wave velocity  
\( N \) ; N-value obtained by the standard penetration test  
\( D \); The depth from surface to the middle point of each soil layer  
\( a, b, c \); Coefficients evaluated by the MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS METHOD

By using the above expression, we could estimate the profile of the shear wave velocity corresponding to the arbitrary multi-layered ground conditions given by the standard penetration test at any site. The values of coefficients \( a, b \) and \( c \) correspond to the soil and the multiple correlation coefficients are given in Table 1. The relationship between the measured values and the estimated values of the shear wave velocity are indicated in Fig. 1

EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE OF RC BUILDINGS

The distribution of the buildings damaged by earthquake in the disaster-stricken areas of the 1968 OFF-TUGU-I CHI EARTHQUAKE and the 1978 OFF-MIYAGI PREF. EARTHQUAKE are indicated in Fig. 2-(a) and Fig. 2-(b), respectively. The types of structural damage of RC buildings were shear collapse or cracks of columns and walls arranged in the longitudinal direction of each building and such damage of the structure of RC buildings were frequent. From the boring data of damaged and undamaged sites, we judged the surface ground conditions which were grouped into four classes classified from the first class (I) that is comparatively hard ground to the fourth class (IV), that is very soft ground, according to the seismic design code for architectural structure in Japan. We also examined the distribution of the damaged RC buildings corresponding to each class of ground condition. The result is indicated in Fig. 3-(a) and Fig. 3-(b).

We produced an analytical model of the ground which assumed that the surface ground is constituted of horizontal multi-layered conditions and we calculated the frequency response function of each ground model using the MULTI-REFLECTION THEORY of SH-WAVE incidents from the vertical direction. The types of frequency response functions were grouped into four types and indicated in Table 2. Then we examined the relationship between the vibration
characteristics of the surface ground based on the frequency response function and the damage of RC buildings. The result is indicated in Fig. 4-(a) and Fig. 4-(b) and the damage ratio which was considered according to the damage grade is also indicated in Fig. 5-(a) and Fig. 5-(b) against the four classes of ground conditions and the four types of frequency response functions respectively. From these results, in the case of classified types based on the frequency response functions, it shows a tendency that the damage ratio is higher at the sites of A2 and B types than any other types. The tendency corresponds to the fact that in the case of classified types based on the ground conditions the damage ratio is high in the second and third class in the OFF-TOKACHI EQ. and in the first and the second class in the OFF-MIYAGI PREF. EQ. and so the damaged RC buildings were often at the sites where there were comparatively hard ground conditions. That is to say, in ground conditions of A2 type the predominant frequency is comparatively high (above 3.2 Hz) and in the B type also many predominant peaks appeared in the frequency domain but it is thought that at a site of this type the average property of ground condition is comparatively hard. When considering the interaction between the soil and the structure, it is thought that this tendency in the relationship between the damage and the ground conditions shows that RC buildings are more likely to be damaged in areas with comparatively hard ground conditions where there is no damping effect dispersing the wave energy into the underground.

Also we examined the distribution of damaged RC buildings according to the thickness of the surface soil (depth from surface to the bed rock) and the average shear wave velocity. The result is indicated in Fig. 6-(a) and Fig. 6-(b). In this result, the tendency was a little different between the both earthquakes. Many damaged buildings were distributed where the ground condition has a depth to the bed rock of about 20 m in the OFF-TOKACHI EQ. and above 30 m in the OFF-MIYAGI PREF. EQ. and the average shear wave velocity was about 250 m/s in both earthquakes.

VIBRATION ANALYTICAL MODEL OF RC BUILDING CONSIDERING THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE SOIL AND THE STRUCTURE

We produced a vibration analytical model of RC building which considered the interaction between the soil and the structure in order to investigate the damage of RC buildings analytically. The analytical method concerning the interaction had already been given by the DYNAMICAL GROUND COMPLIANCE THEORY which quantitatively estimated the spring effect and the damping effect of the ground around the foundation. Using this method, the transfer function of the soil-structure system considering the interaction was calculated. In this report, we produce a vibration analytical model of spring-mass system which have vibration characteristics equivalent to the characteristics indicated in the above transfer function. In the case of horizontal harmonic excitation affecting a rectangular rigid foundation placed on a half-space elastic ground, the analytical solution for the displacement of the foundation had been given by the DYNAMICAL GROUND COMPLIANCE THEORY.

By using the GROUND COMPLIANCE elements f1H and f2H, the transfer function between the ground surface and the top of building for soil-structure system which is of shear type continuum placed on the half-space elastic ground is given by
\[
\frac{U_{RF}}{U_{GL}} = \frac{A}{D_H} \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad (2)
\]

\[
A = \left[ 4 a_0 \left( \frac{C_{20}}{C_2} \cdot \rho_0 \cdot \frac{c}{\rho} \right) (f_{1H} + f_{2H}) \right]^{-1}
\]

\[
\kappa_0 k = a_0 \left( \frac{C_2}{C_{20}} \right) \frac{L_0}{b}
\]

\[D_H = A \cos 2\kappa_0 k - \sin 2\kappa_0 k\]

- \(U_{RF}\): displacement of top of building
- \(U_{GL}\): displacement of ground surface
- \(\rho_0, \rho\): density of ground and building
- \(C_{20}, C_2\): shear wave velocity of ground and building
- \(a_0\): non-dimensional frequency
- \(2\kappa_0\): height of building
- \(2b\): width of building foundation (excited direction)
- \(2C\): width of building foundation (perpendicular to excited direction)
- \(f_{1H}, f_{2H}\): ground compliance elements

We assumed that the physical constant of the half-space elastic ground was varied in 8 cases as shown in Table 3 and the scale of building was 30 m x 5 m x 5 m (b x c x \(\kappa_0\)). We calculated the transfer function of each case and the result is shown in Fig. 7. The vibration analytical model which has equivalent vibration characteristics to the above transfer function was the shear type spring-mass model with three degrees of freedom. We considered that the natural frequency of the first mode which is obtained from the frequency equation coincided with the natural frequency of the soil-structure system considering the interaction obtained from the transfer function. And we calculated the eigen values (periods and modes) of the spring-mass system and also calculated the damping constant from the transfer function by the half power band width method. The calculation results of the physical constants on the vibration analytical model corresponding to various ground conditions, by the above mentioned method are indicated in Table 4.

**CALCULATION OF INCIDENT SEISMIC WAVE**

The property of the incident seismic wave for the earthquake response analysis of buildings will be different according to the surface ground conditions. The seismic wave records were obtained by the SMAC type seismometer at HACHINONE HOUBER, AOMORI PREF. in the 1968 OFF-TOKACHI EQ. and at TOHOKU UNIV., SENDAI CITY, MIYAGI PREF. in the 1978 OFF-MIYAGI PREF. EQ.. The ground conditions of both observation sites were known due to the boring data.
We calculated the seismic waves at the bed rock (Tertiary) from each observed seismic wave and reproduced the seismic wave on an arbitrary ground surface using the CONVOLUTION INTEGRAL METHOD, varying the thickness and shear wave velocity of the surface ground parametrically as shown in Table 5. The calculated seismic waves were used in the incident wave of the vibration analytical model. Examples of the incident seismic waves are indicated in Fig. 8.

RESULT OF RESPONSE CALCULATION

In order to investigate the damage of RC buildings analytically, we produced a vibration analytical model considering the interaction varying at the surface ground conditions and we calculated the incident seismic waves corresponding to the same ground conditions. Then we made the elasto-plastic response calculation using the model and incident seismic waves. The elasto-plastic response calculation was made by assuming the restoring force characteristics called POWER FUNCTION TYPE in each story of the vibration model and yielding displacement which was 0.5 cm and the LINEAR ACCELERATION METHOD was used. The calculated response values were the maximum value of displacement, velocity and acceleration at the first story of each model in both the earthquakes and the results are shown in Fig. 9-(a) and Fig. 9-(b) against to the shear wave velocity of the ground. Each maximum response value shows the same tendency. The maximum response values are comparatively large at the ground conditions of 20 m depth to the bed rock and 250 m/s of shear wave velocity in the OFF-TOKACHI EQ., and 30 m depth to the bed rock and 150 m/s or 200 m/s of shear wave velocity in the OFF-MIYAGI PREF. EQ. and the maximum displacement values are much more than the assumed yielding displacement. We also compared the damage ratio of RC buildings (Fig. 6-(a) and Fig. 6-(b)) with the maximum value of displacement response obtained by calculation (Fig. 9-(a) and Fig. 9-(b)). The result is shown in Fig. 10. The result of response calculation shown above is the value for the ground condition when the maximum value was given. The damage ratio of RC buildings and the result of response calculation varied with the shear wave velocity of ground and the both varying tendencies coincided with each other comparatively well. We then thought that the maximum response values were given for the above mentioned mutual correlation between the vibration characteristics of building considering the interaction, the incident seismic wave and the ground condition.

CONCLUSION

The results of this investigation can be summarized as follows.

1) The experimental expression for estimating the shear wave velocity of each type of soil which constitutes surface multi-layered ground conditions from the data of soil exploration is

\[ V_s = a \cdot H^b \cdot D^c \]

The expression corresponds well to the measured value of shear wave velocity.

2) In both earthquakes mentioned above, the damage of RC buildings corresponds relatively well to the surface ground conditions which are grouped into four classes according to the aseismic design code for architectural structures in Japan. It is thought that this result indicates the influence of the soil-structure interaction.
3) It is also found that the actual earthquake damage grades of RC buildings are well explained by the results of elastic-plastic response calculation of spring-mass analytical vibration model which considers the soil-structure interaction by using the DYNAMICAL GROUND COMPLIANCE THEORY.
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Table 1: Values of the coefficients a and b used in the experimental evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soil</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clay</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silt</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Correlation between the measured and calculated values of the shear wave velocity.